4g	MACHINE DESIGN.
But, for proper action,
JL*. = ^^ = 7^ - a constant for all positions,
VI b!      VI B2       VI bz	r	,
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should equal f^,   and also equal ^^,
Bs-cd2,	£3-0*3
otherwise the diagrams will give a distortion of the piston, a's, motion. Also for true parallel motion Bl should lie on the same horizontal through cd1 on which acl lies; B2 on the horizontal through oZa; and Bz on the horizontal through cdy
An examination of existing indicator mechanisms in this manner gives very interesting results, and separates clearly those instruments which distort from those which are correct.
37. Problem. — In Fig. 31, B is the fixed axis of a countershaft; C is the axis of another shaft which is free to move in any direction. It is required to constrain 7) to move in the straight line EF. If D be moved along EF} a tracing-point fixed at A in the link CD will describe an approximate circular arc, HAK, whose center may be found at (). A link whose length is OA may be connected to the fixed link, and to the link CD, by means of turning pairs at O and A. I) will then be constrained to move approximately along EF. A curved slot and pin could be used, and the motion would be exact.
37A. Peaucellier Straight-line Motion.—This is an eight-link chain, all link connections being turning pairs, which gives true straight-line motion within the limits of its action. The mechanism is shown in two positions in Fig. 31.4, one in heavy lines, the other in light lines. The fixed link is rf, and when a is oscillated about the centro ad, the point P travels in a straight line. The linkage is symmetrical: a - d, b- c, and e, /, g, and h are equal. Because of this symmetry, whatever position of the mechanism be considered, A and P will lie in a straight line passing through D, as will also the mid-point O of the diagonal A-P. Since e, /, g, and h are equal, it can be proven readily

